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A few words regarding UConn’s Community Research and Design Collaborative.....
The CRDC mission is to be a regional leader in sustainable planning and design. We help municipalities plan and design affordable, equitable, and ecologically healthy environments. Our mission is accomplished by providing municipalities with objective, multi-disciplinary, state-of-the-art planning and design expertise. We promote and encourage academic-based collaborative research with an emphasis on
“real world” projects as they apply to sustainable development.
We want to help you because UConn is a land grant university committed to serving the state. The land grant mission is a living, working reality that impacts communities at all points along the socioeconomic
spectrum. Outreach is an essential component of a land-grant university. UConn recognizes, supports and encourages outreach through a wide variety of activities and programs, including service learning as
an educational model. Service learning is:
… a method of teaching through which students apply their academic skills and knowledge to address real-life needs
in their own communities. Service learning provides a compelling reason to learn, teaches the skills of civic participation
and develops an ethic of service and civic responsibility. By solving real problems and addressing real needs, students
learn to apply classroom learning to a real world context. At the same time, students provide valuable services to communities.
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Preface: Lands of Unique Value (LUV) Methodology
A Lands of Unique Value (LUV) Study is a comprehensive town-wide land use
study facilitated by UConn’s Community Research and Design Collaborative.
The LUV methodology inventories and analyzes all existing town features
(natural and cultural), then prepares a visionary plan of all proposed land
uses. This inclusive, community based methodology determines the most logical and reasonable locations for future land uses, balancing conservation,
preservation and sustainable development. The LUV methodology is a “prosensible development” attitude.

Environmental Protection Agency and Smart Growth
Overall Project Hierarchy. The UConn Team acts as a facilitator to help town’s better understand the
consequences of land use planning decisions.

Says EPA:
Through smart growth approaches that
enhance neighborhoods and involve local
residents in development decisions, these
communities are creating vibrant places to
live, work, and play. The high quality of life
in these communities makes them economically competitive, creates business opportunities, and improves the local tax base.
The LUV methodology supports and is in unison
with the EPA’s attitude about Smart Growth.

EPA’s 10 Guidelines for Smart Growth:
Smart Development:
1. Mix land uses
2. Take advantage of compact building design
3. Create housing opportunities and choices for
a range of household types, family size and
incomes
4. Create walkable neighborhoods
5. Foster distinctive, attractive communities with
a strong sense of place
6. Re-invest in and strengthen existing communities & achieve more balanced regional development
7. Provide a variety of transportation choices
Conservation /Preservation:
8. Preserve open space, farmland, natural
beauty, and critical environmental areas

Photos of Steering Committee and Public Workshops.
The Steering Committee members
include elected officials, staff
and citizens of the town.

Decision Making:
9. Make development decisions predictable,
fair and cost-effective
10. Encourage citizen and stakeholder participation in development decisions

Diagram of EPA’s 10 Guidelines for Smart Growth. This diagram shows the interrelatedness of protection
of the environment and smart development.
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Preface: LUV Methodology = Replicable Planning Process

The “Lands of Unique Value” study for East Lyme
is being conducted under contract with Associate
Professor Peter Miniutti of University of Connecticut’s Program of Landscape Architecture. This
cooperative project, which includes a steering
committee consisting of land use commission
members, staff, elected officials and citizens will
create and update an inventory of the town’s
natural, cultural, and visual features and provide recommendations for future land uses and
associated regulatory revisions for land under
municipal regulatory jurisdiction. The mapping
information generated, which coordinates with
the town’s GIS mapping system will be an important data source for East Lyme’s Plan of Conservation and Development, which is scheduled to
be completed in 2010. It is also our expectation
that the “Lands of Unique Value” vision will be
incorporated into the town’s Plan of Conservation and Development, zoning regulations, and
into the region’s Growth and Preservation Guide
Plan. Local decision-makers will be provided
with a flexible and accessible land management
document to help guide decision-making on a
daily basis.

Program
Program
Development

Inventory
Existing
Resource
Documentation

Description:
The program delineates the mission,
goals and objectives of the Lands of
Unique Value LUV) Study for East Lyme.

Description:
UConn’s East Lyme Team will develop GIS
mapping and data sets of all existing
natural and cultural resources in East Lyme.

Who determines the Program?
The Program is determined by East
Lyme’s LUV steering committee in
conjunction with UConn’s LUV team.

What are the sources of the maps?
- CLEAR Imagery Database
- CT-DEP GISystems Data
- East Lyme Town Map
- East Lyme Historical Society
- EastLymeCT-BaseMap.mdb
- EastLymeCT-PlanningandZoning.mdb
- EastLymeCT-Streets.mdb
- EastLymeCT-TaxMaps.mdb
- SECCOG archive
- UCRDC, EastLymeCT-Streets.mdb
- Aerial interpretation

Can all citizens have a say?
Yes, the overall LUV methodology is an
inclusive process which gives all citizens
of East Lyme numerous opportunities to
participate and be heard.
Public forums include:
- Steering committee meetings
- LUV public meetings
- Survey of East Lyme residents
- Public review and comments of LUV
mapping displayed in the town hall
How is the Program determined?
The basis of the Program is derived from
existing local and regional land use
documents.
Some of these documents include:
- 1999 Plan of Conservation and
Development
- Regional Plan of Conservation and
Development

What will be the map titles?
Natural Systems
- Elevation
- Geology
- Hydrology
- Sensitive Ecosystems
Cultural Systems
- Cultural Artifacts
- Cultural Controls
- Development

Diagram of UConn’s Team Project Methodology.
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Analysis
Evaluation of
Existing
Development

Description:
Using the information generated in
earlier phases, UConn’s LUV team
generates data and mapping which
helps to explain the existing pattern of
development in town. Pattern recognition
of existing development allows for an
objective evaluation of the quality of the
existing development. The assessment of
existing development will include, but not
be limited to, issues of
ecology, sense of community, character,
sustainability, and economic viability.
What sort of questions will the
pattern recognition studies help
answer?
- What developments in town do residents
like and dislike? Why?
- What type of architectural style build
ings do residents like? What styles don’t
they like?
- What developments in town are sensitive
to existing ecological systems?
Which are not?
- What views and vistas in town do
residents want protected? Which ones do
they find embarrassing?
- What lands to citizens want developed?
Which ones protected?
- What proposed land uses should be
encouraged? Which ones discouraged?

Determination
of
Opportunities

Description:
Using the information generated in earlier
phases, along with technical knowledge
of UConn’s LUV team, comprehensive data
sets and mapping will be generated to
determine relatively stable land uses and
conversely, lands with a high probability of
future development.
Once vulnerable lands are identified,
these lands will be categorized as follows:
- Lands best suited for development
- Lands suited for development
- Lands best suited for conservation
- Lands suited for conservation
What sort of factors will be
considered?
- Citizen attitudes and desires
- Current and proposed land uses
- Current and proposed zoning
- Transportation systems and traffic
- Sensitive natural ecosystems
- Sensitive cultural systems
- Economic development
- Quality of life issues
- Sustainability issues

August

September

September Final Public Workshop

July

Summer Meetings with staff

June

June Committee Meeting

May

May Public Workshop
June Committee Meeting

April

May Committee Meeting

March

April Committee Meeting

February

March Committee Meeting

January

February Public Workshop

December

February Committee Meeting

November

December
Committee Meeting

October

November
Committee Meeting

September

October
Committee Meeting

August

September
Committee Meeting

The over-arching objective of this
study is to demonstrate, by example,
an innovative approach to local landuse planning, and at the same time
provide both East Lyme and the Regional Planning Commission with information and tools to intelligently and
pro-actively plan for smart growth in
the future.

July

June “Kick-Off” Meeting
with Committee

June

Recommendations
Creation of
LUV Plan

Development
Planning
Techniques

Description:
Using the information generated in
earlier phases, along with planning expertise
of UConn’s LUV team, a comprehensive
lands of unique value plan will be
developed for East Lyme.

Description:
This phase will establish and communicate planning techniques for the execution of the plan. The assessment of
existing development will serve as a
starting point for this Phase.

The preliminary plan studies are kept
simple and diagrammatic to clearly
explain the conceptual ideas as they relate
to citizens, land owners, farmers and
businessmen. As the studies evolve, they will
be subjected to a comparative analysis for
positive and negative attributes and
net-benefits. Unsuitable schemes are
rejected or modified, promising concepts
are improved, and other schematic
approaches suggested by reviewers are
added to the array of contenders. All
constructive descend recommendations
are accommodated, negative
environmental impacts ameliorated and
benefits increased. When the most likely
plan approaches have been delineated
and compared, the best is selected for the
final LUV Plan of Conservation and
Development.

Scope of Work:
This Phase has two major components:
(1) Overall performance
standards for proposed development
throughout the town and
(2) Detailed planning for the Niantic
Main street area and the commercial/
retail area of Flanders.
These areas will have:
- Detailed plans
- 3-D visual models of proposed plan
- Design cross sections
- Existing and proposed land use mix
- Existing and proposed parking and
circulation systems
- Architectural guidelines

Introduction: East Lyme’s Vision, Mission, Goals and Objectives
Vision: Located on Long Island Sound, East Lyme is a coastal New England
town, enhanced by its additional frontage along the Niantic River and the
diversity of its population and land uses.
East Lyme is characterized by beach communities, a traditional seaside village center along Route 156, the busy commercial corridor along Route 161,
quiet residential neighborhoods, vast open spaces and substantial rural character. East Lyme’s natural setting includes expansive water views and winding rural roads through a more rugged wooded upland terrain. East Lyme’s
people come together in a sense of community that supports activities ranging from youth sports to community parades.
The vision of East Lyme is to ensure that changes enhance East Lyme’s maritime and traditional New England character and seeks to carefully balance
the need for economic development and land use with the preservation of
natural, recreational, scenic, historic, cultural and natural, recreational resources.
Mission Statement: Safety, security, economic stability, beauty, maintenance
of property values and infrastructure, are all important to the long-term
physical development of East Lyme. As such, the mission of East Lyme is to
create and sustain a healthy community, one whose residents have stability
and security with the preservation of natural resources protected for future
generations.

OBJECTIVES AND POLICIES

OBJECTIVE 1.1: To maintain the traditional New England character of the community and enhance the village identities of East
Lyme.
POLICY: East Lyme offers an attractive residential environment and other quality-oflife factors, including expansive water views, extensive open spaces, a seaside village
center, agricultural opportunities, recreational opportunities and quality public services.
As such, the Town should maintain the unique character and personality of both
Niantic and Flanders villages through the development of village area plans. Single
family and two-family dwellings, small scale mixed-use, and senior housing, should be
encouraged in the village districts. East Lyme should continue to provide for multifamily
housing to meet need for a variety of housing types at affordable cost.

OBJECTIVE 1.2: Establish a coordinated, cooperative system of
land-use decision making to ensure that development continues
to meet high performance standards, specifically with regard to
open space preservation, view corridor protection, environmental
protection, sustainability, and landscaping and building design
treatments consistent with East Lyme’s New England setting.
POLICY: All boards and commissions with authority over land-use decisions must
coordinate their efforts toward these objectives. East Lyme should define and develop
improved standards for landscaping, building and site design that incorporates energy
and resource conservation, promotes sustainability, and enhances town character
and protects existing residential neighborhoods. Such standards would benefit all
the townspeople by contributing to protecting our environment, maintaining property
values, minimizing the impact of new development on existing land uses and limiting
the growth of municipal service and maintenance costs. Commissions must ensure that
the regulations under which they operate also support these objectives.

OBJECTIVE 2.1: Promote Compatible and Sustainable Economic
Development
POLICY: Promote compatible business in appropriate locations to foster local employment and opportunities, a favorable tax base, the provision of goods and services
for local residents, and a year-round and seasonal economy that improves the overall
quality-of-life for East Lyme residents.

OBJECTIVE 2.2: To support and cultivate a wide variety of economic activities that may be easily integrated into the community
with little or no adverse impact on community resources.
POLICY: The Town should encourage attractive, well-designed commercial and
industrial activity in appropriate locations in order to provide convenient services for
residents. As such, the expansion of existing businesses and establishment of new businesses in the village centers, in a manner that promotes a cohesive, pedestrian-friendly,
mixed-use retail, service, and residential area should be encouraged. The Town should
reserve commercial and industrial-only zones, while guarding against commercial
sprawl and consider small neighborhood centers consisting of mixed-use development.
In addition, the Town should encourage and develop opportunities for low-impact,
home-based businesses.

OBJECTIVE 2.3: To promote agricultural industries.
POLICY: Support agriculture as an important economic activity as a means to help
assure a more sustainable food and resource supply and as a critical component of the
traditional landscape.

OBJECTIVE 3.1: To identify and preserve the natural, historic,
cultural and environmental resources and habitats of the community.
POLICY: Preserve and conserve the natural environment of the Town for the benefit
of future generations and maintain a high quality-of-life for East Lyme’s people and
maximum protection for flora and fauna. Investigate and recommend environmentally
responsible technologies in order to protect and preserve East Lyme’s beaches, salt
marshes, inland wetlands and watercourses, and aquifers. Preserve and enhance the
water quality of East Lyme’s harbors in view of the substantial environmental, aesthetic,
recreational, and economic benefits that such protection would afford. Support agriculture as an important economic activity as a means to help assure a more sustainable
food and resource supply and as a critical component of the traditional landscape.
Encourage the responsible development of alternative green energy sources including
wind, tidal, wave, solar, nuclear, and geothermal through both the public and private
sector.

OBJECTIVE 3.2: To protect East Lyme’s native ecosystems, biodiversity and maintain the quality of East Lyme’ watercourses.
POLICY: The Town should continue making attempts to preserve environmentally sensitive lands, such as Oswegatchie Hills and other lands as identified in the Open Space
Plan of the Town of East Lyme (annexed hereto as Appendix C), and develop conservation restrictions to protect natural ecosystems. Further, the Town should preserve and
enhance the water quality of East Lyme’s inland wetlands, watercourses, and aquifers.

OBJECTIVE 6.3: To provide solid waste disposal that maximizes
the recovery and recycling of materials.
POLICY: To increase the effectiveness of the Town’s solid-waste recovery and recycling
facilities.

OBJECTIVE 6.4: To provide sanitary waste disposal in a manner
that protects the Town’s
resources.

OBJECTIVE 3.3: To promote wise use of land in the coastal area,
which recognizes the importance of the Town’s coastal resources
and existing water-dependent uses.

POLICY:
Provide sanitary waste disposal in a manner that protects the Town’s aquifers and
other local and regional natural resources. Incorporate expansion capabilities to meet
projected growth.

POLICY: Evidence of the importance of East Lyme’s coastal area is demonstrated by
the fact that 13% of the total Town area is contained within the coastal boundary (define coastal boundary) and 30% of the year-round population resides in the coastal
area. To achieve this objective, the Town adopted a Coastal Area Development Plan
in 1982, a Harbor Management Plan in 1992, and a Vision Statement and Report for
the Future of East Lyme’s Waterfront in December 2004. East Lyme should continue to
take the steps necessary to carry out these plans. Both plans are incorporated into this
Plan of Conservation and Development (Appendices E and F respectively).

OBJECTIVE 7.1: To provide for the safe, convenient, and efficient
movement of people and goods through and within the town by
developing a planned transportation system, which serves local
traffic, through traffic, and pedestrian movement while ensuring
the preservation of community character.

OBJECTIVE 4.1: To preserve existing period, historic New
England style structures and sites through the use of Certified
Local Government (“CLG”) designation of historic properties, the
Connecticut State Register and National Register of Historic of
Historic Places or other implements, to include Historic Society.
POLICY: The Town should continue to document East Lyme’s historical resources (how /
where), strengthen the protection of the Town’s historical resources, and identify and
protect important archaeological resources that might be threatened by development.

OBJECTIVE 4.2: To preserve the tradition of public access to
East Lyme’s shoreline, while weighing such access against the
need to protect sensitive shoreline and inland water resources,
and the rights of property owners.
POLICY: The Town should continue to support the preservation and establishment of
public access to East Lyme’s shoreline. Further, the Town should consider the designation of scenic roads in accordance with the adoption of a Scenic Road Ordinance.

OBJECTIVE 5.1: To provide park and recreational facilities that
meet the diverse needs of residents and visitors of all ages.

POLICY: A planned and coordinated roadways approach should be formulated for the
improvement of roadways, giving high priority to high hazard areas. The Town should
strive to provide residents and visitors with efficient, affordable, and dependable
transportation between Niantic, Flanders, and recreational destinations within the Town,
continue to improve and expand East Lyme’s bike/pedestrian path system. Parking
and traffic congestion in the village centers should be managed to increase safety for
pedestrians and bicyclists. The Town should evaluate development proposals for their
impact upon the Town’s existing circulation system so as not to intensify existing traffic
problems, including consideration of alternative modes of transportation and alternative
materials, methods and dimensions for road and sidewalk construction, where durability
and long-term maintenance are not compromised.

OBJECTIVE 8.1: Encourage and Participate in Cooperative Efforts
to Promote the Health and Welfare of all of the Southeastern
Connecticut Region.
POLICY: The health and well-being of East Lyme and its ability to achieve its objectives
are interrelated with those of the region and the State. The growth and economic vitality of these two entities are integral in the health and well-being of East Lyme. As such,
the Town of East Lyme should encourage a “shared regional approach to resource management” through the responsible siting of developments, encouraging collaboration
with regional agencies such as the Southeastern Connecticut Housing Alliance (“SECHA”)
and the Southeastern Connecticut Enterprise Region (“seCTer”), and continue coordination with State and regional planning agencies (Southeastern Connecticut Council of
Governments and Connecticut River Estuary Regional Planning Agency).

POLICY: To maintain and enhance existing recreational facilities as well as develop
new facilities to meet the increasing needs of the residents and visitors.

OBJECTIVE 6.1: To provide facilities and services for a municipal government that meet future needs and maintains the quality
and range of municipal services and facilities desired by the
townspeople while maintaining and diversifying the tax base.
POLICY: Support the use of existing facilities, buildings and spaces within the Town
of East Lyme. The Town should encourage the improved efficiency of existing Town
facilities prior to the consideration of the construction of new facilities. The Town should
consider that any upgrades or new facilities incorporate high standards of resource
saving and energy efficient design. The Town should also maintain an ongoing review
aimed at continuously improving the conservation and sustainability activities of all
municipal facilities and services. The Town should provide high-quality educational facilities adequate to meet present and future growth needs, improve school facilities to
meet a variety of community needs, provide adequate police, fire, and public-safety
facilities services for a rapid response to emergencies throughout East Lyme and a
safe, secure environment for all residents and visitors.

OBJECTIVE 6.2: To develop adequate water supply to meet current and future demand for public water in the Town.
POLICY: Protect the quality and quantity of East Lyme’s water resources. Provide a
public water supply system that safeguards the existing water supply and develops
additional supply as needed. The system must provide sufficient fire protection and
safeguard public health while operating with an adequate margin of safety.
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Introduction: Existing Neighborhoods East Lyme’s #1 Resource
Existing Neighborhoods. The town of East Lyme
is comprised of eight well-defined neighborhoods.
The land north of Route 95, known as Flanders has
three neighborhoods. The lands known as Niantic,
which are south of Route 95 have 5 neighborhoods.
The UConn LUV Team views the existing town
neighborhoods and their unique features to be the
town’s most valuable assets.

Flanders: North

Southern boundary defined by sudden change in density
Runs along Northern part of Flanders Road
Strong agricultural presence; rural character
State forest
Significant change in grade and high elevation
Not as nearly as developed as Southeastern Flanders
Limited land use diversity
High elevation and significant grade change spectrum

Flanders: East

Largely associated with Four Corners intersection
Southern edge defined by highway
More recently developed than Niantic
Northern edge defined by golf course
Associated with High School and commercial development
Fairly low elevation
Most land use diversity in Flanders

Flanders: West

Higher elevation than Eastern Flanders
Slightly more rugged Eastern Flanders
Less diversity in land use (mostly residential)
Southern border and access created by highway
Boston Post Road acts as northern edge
Vegetation is largely forested
Agricultural presence

Niantic: East

Higher elevation than Eastern Flanders
Slightly more rugged Eastern Flanders
Less diversity in land use (mostly residential)
Southern border and access created by highway
Boston Post Road acts as northern edge
Vegetation is largely forested
Agricultural presence (not as much as Northwestern Flanders)

Niantic: North

Identity strongly linked to Gorton Pond and Oswegatchie Hills
Northern boundary formed by sudden change in land use and
development pattern
Associated with Flanders Corner
Runs along northern part of Rt. 161 in Niantic
Terrain slightly more rugged than southern Niantic
Land use is residential with pockets of community resources
Vegetation is slightly more woody than Central Niantic

Niantic: West

Northern edge and entrance formed by highway
Associated with Rocky Neck, correctional facility, parks, etc
Proximity to Niantic Bay, beaches, and railroad
Slightly more wooded than Central Niantic and less
Reasonable land use diversity
Extremely dense development
Runs along western stem of Main Street
Fairly flat terrain

Niantic: Central

Proximity and views to Niantic Bay and River
Land Use Diversity (Mixed-Use & retail)
Epicenter formed by the intersection of Route 161 and Main Street
Terrain is fairly flat
Vegetation is largely comprised of beach/lowland type species
Associated with railroad and drawbridge
Maritime vernacular

Niantic: South

Strong connection to Niantic Bay and beaches
Railroad and sudden change in land use act as northern edge
Largely residential with maritime vernacular
Vegetation is mostly beach-like with woodland in interior
Development not as recent
Very dense development
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Introduction: Challenges = Existing Sprawl Development
Sprawl:1) Spreading of a city and its suburbs over rural land at the fringe
of an urban area. 2) Excessive spatial growth characterized by low-density auto-dependent development and fragmented land use patterns, which
separate residential uses from other land uses. Sprawl and relies heavily on
automobile transportation to connect the separate uses. 3) Development far
beyond a region’s historic core.
Sustainable land use planning is needed at local, national and global levels. Natural disasters have decimated cities like New Orleans
and Phuket. Although the damage was exacted
in a matter of hours; these heavily populated
areas were made vulnerable by decades of
poor land use decisions. Poor land use decisions
are also negatively affecting the health, safety
and welfare of the citizens of Connecticut and
East Lyme. Our highways are getting more congested because our average per-capita driving
rate is climbing by almost 500 miles each year.
Eighty percent of the state’s 1.6 million workers commute alone. Air and water pollution
continues unabated threatening water supplies,
aquifers and delivery systems. According to
a 2004 Rand Corp. study of 38 metropolitan
areas, sprawl is partially responsible for obesity, health problems and social isolation, with
many elderly suburban dwellers unable to drive
and ready to move wherever they can find

Photo Comparison: East Lyme Architecture and Land uses

services and amenities within walking distance,
but finding these options limited. We have lost
nearly 50,000 acres, or 12 percent of our
farmland between 1997 and 2002, which is
the highest nationwide. Still ‘’a desirable place
to live’’ despite all these problems, Connecticut
will squander its advantages ‘’if sprawl continues unabated,’’ the Hartford Courant editorial
warns, calling state leaders, lawmakers, local
officials and residents to action. Lawmakers
have finally produced an anti-sprawl bill and
a farmland preservation bill to divert growth
from environmentally fragile areas and spur it
near regional urban centers and major transportation corridors. ‘’It’s not a full blown smartgrowth bill,’’ said American Planning Association
state chapter vice president Donald Poland
about the anti-sprawl bill, ‘’but I think it’s a big
first step in Connecticut,’’ where one of the main
problems is ‘’a lack of state planning.’’

Ice Cream in East Lyme
Before Sprawl

After Sprawl 2009

Elevation Map of East Lyme. The higher elevations are to the
north and the south of town is at sea level.

Town Hall in East Lyme
Before Sprawl

Soils Map. The majority of soils associated with aquifers are
shown occupying the lower elevations in town.

After Sprawl 2009

Existing Development (in black). The majority of development is
located in the lower elevations and on top of the vulnerable soils.
The majority of land with development potential is in the higher
northern elevations were the predominant existing land use is
farming.

Main Street in East Lyme
Before Sprawl

After Sprawl 2009

The “Before” photographs show mixed-use buildings of at least
two stories in height built in a New England style. The buildings
have front porches which engage the public realm of the street
and encourages social interaction.
By contrast, the “After” photographs show single-use, single story
buildings with no meaningful relationship with the street. In fact,
the buildings seem to be mistrustful of the street and take on a
hostile, brutish demeanor.
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Introduction: Challenges = Potential Future Sprawl Development
Yield Based on Existing Planning & Zoning
Existing
Development

Future Development (in gray). This map shows the pattern of
future development based on exisitng planning and zoning regulations. See additional information about the “Yield Plan”.

The “Before” photogrtaphs show multi-modal transportation systems which exhert a posyive influence on the day to day lives of
residents, i.e. train station,tree lined Main Street and trolley stops.
By contrast, the “After” photographs show traospoprtation systems
which connect along thier lenght and seperate acoss their width.
Train tracks are fenced off. Roads are too wide to safely cross
on foot.
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Zone

Acres

Structures

Acres

Structures

R-10

537

1972

32

48

R-12

219

554

17

17

RU-40/20

2376

3376

1027

770

RU-40

1747

1531

2334

1750

RU-80

280

360

1696

636

RU-120

14

7

261

65

Total

5173

7800

5367

3286

Existing and Future Development

Pennsylvania Avenue
Before Sprawl
Photo Comparison: East Lyme Transportion and Town Planning

Potential
Development

Future Development. The majority of
lands with development potential are
in Flanders where the existing zoning
allows for larger lots (1 -3 acres). For
sake of comparison, there are now
2,000 acres of larger lot subdivisions.
There is a potential for an additional
4,000 acres of larger lot subdivisions.
Now is the time to change development patterns to preserve East Lyme’s
natural and cultural resources

After Sprawl 2009

Railroad adjacent to Niantic Bay
Before Sprawl

After Sprawl 2009

Intersection of Main Street and Penn Ave.
Before Sprawl
After Sprawl 2009

Chapter 1 Recommendations
The nation behaves well if it treats the natural resources
as assets which it must turn over to the next generation increased, and not impaired, in value. Conservation means
development as much as it does protection.
Theodore Roosevelt

Our recommendations are organized into four
categories: Future Development, Transportation
Improvements, Future Open Space and Future
Community Character.
Each of the four categories consists of a map/
legend and a matrix showing the relationship
between each recommendation and EPA’s 10
Guidelines for Smart Development.

Map of Future Development
Recommendations

Map of Future Transportation
Recommendations

Map of Future Open Space
Recommendations

Map of Future Community Character
Recommendations

Methodology:
Step 1: Identify potentially developable land.
Step 2: Identify existing land uses and patterns of
development.
Step 3: Evaluate constraints of undeveloped land.
Step 4: Evaluate opportunities of undeveloped land.
Step 5: Determine which sites have the best suitability for
its corresponding land type.

Methodology:
Step 1: Identify constraints for existing and potential
modes of transportation.
Step 2: Identify opportunities for existing and potential
modes of transportation.
Step 3: Assess existing nodes, intersections, and gateways.
Step 4: Determine best location for transportations hubs
Step 5: Define key pedestrian zones and implement
techniques accordingly

Methodology:
Step 1.) Locate undeveloped and partially developed
parcels as potential open space designation areas
Step 2.) Mapping Sequence
a. Map natural features conducive to open
space designation due to legal protection
and constraints to construction.
b. Map high points, aquifers and farm soils
as valuable geologic resources. Include any
other features important to the town identity
which may help inform open space allocation.
Step 3.) Examine systems found within the parcel and how
they impact the surrounding areas
Step 4.) Categorize open space designations to reflect
relative importance to the town

Methodology:
Step 1: Collect photographic inventory for the entire town
Step 2: Determine the factors that make districts unique
Step 3: Begin to identify districts based on proximity
Step 4: Modify these identifications based on the natural
and cultural indicators of the area

Town Objectives:
Promote compatible business in appropriate locations to
foster local employment and opportunities, a favorable
tax base, the provision of goods and services for local
residents, and a year-round and seasonal economy that
improves the quality of life for East Lyme residents.
The town should encourage attractive, well-designed
commercial and industrial activity in appropriate locations
in order to provide convenient services for residents.
As such, the expansion of existing businesses and
establishment of new businesses in the village centers, in
a manner that promotes a cohesive, pedestrian-friendly,
mixed-use retail, service, and residential area should
be encouraged. The town should reserve commercial
and industrial zones, while guarding against commercial
sprawl and consider small neighborhood centers consisting
of mixed-use development. In addition, the town should
encourage and develop opportunities for low-impact,
home-based businesses. East Lyme should continue to
provide for multi-family housing to meet need for a
variety of housing types at affordable cost. Support
agriculture as an important economic activity as a means
to help insure a more sustainable food and resource
supply and as a critical component of the traditional
landscape.

Town Objectives:
To provide for the safe, convenient, and efficient movement of people and goods through and within the town by
developing a planned transportation system, which serves
local traffic, through traffic, and pedestrian movement
while ensuring the preservation of community character.
The town should strive to provide residents and visitors
with efficient, affordable, and dependable transportation
between Niantic, Flanders and recreational destinations
within the town, continue to improve and expand East
Lyme’s bike/pedestrian path system. Parking and traffic
congestion in the village centers should be managed to
increase safety for pedestrians and bicyclists.

Town Objectives:
Identify and preserve the natural, historic, cultural and
environmental resources and habitats of the community.
Preserve and conserve the natural environment of the
town for the benefit of future generations and maintain
a high quality-of-life for East Lyme’s people and
maximum protection for flora and fauna. Investigate and
recommend environmentally responsible technologies in
order to protect and preserve East Lyme’s beaches, salt
marshes, inland wetlands, and watercourses, and aquifers.
The town should continue making attempts to preserve
environmentally sensitive areas such as Oswegatchie Hills
and other lands identified in the Open Space Plan of the
Town of East Lyme and develop conservation restrictions
to protect natural ecosystems. The Town should continue
to support the preservation and establishment of public
access to East Lyme’s shoreline.

Town Objectives:
To maintain the traditional New England character of
the community and enhance the village identities of East
Lyme. The town should maintain the unique character
and personality of both Niantic and Flanders villages
through the development of village area plans. Establish
a coordinated, cooperative system of land-use decision
making to ensure that development continues to meet
high performance standards, specifically with regard
to open space preservation, view corridor protection,
environmental protection, sustainability, and landscaping
and building design treatments consistent with East Lyme’s
New England setting.
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Recommendations for
Future Community Character
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Recommendations for
Future Development

Recommendations for
Transportation Improvements

Recommendations for
Future Open Space

Chapter 1 Recommendations for Future Community Character
EPA’s Guidelines for Smart Growth

3
4

Encourage Collaboration

Decisions Predictable Fair

Preservation

Transportation Choices

Direct Development Existing

Strong Sense of Place

Walkable Neighborhoods

Key words: Pro-active Protection.
See the following;
Future Development Map #7, 8, 10
Future Transportation Map # 6
Future Open Space Map # 4, 10

Flanders east.
Utilize Smart Growth @ 4 corners &
conservation subdivisions

Key word: Transformation.
See the following;
Future Development Map # 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10
Future Transportation Map # 2, 5, 6, 7, 8
Future Open Space Map # 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 10

Flanders west.
Agricultural lands should be revitalized &
conservation subdivisions
Niantic east.
Continue protection of Oswegatchie Hills

5

Niantic north.
Key area for multi-modal transportation
Celebrate Groton Pond

6

Niantic west.
Create stronger identity with mixed use
node

7
8

Comments

Flanders north.
Preserve rural character
Celebrate farming land use

Niantic central.
Unify waterfront with business district
Niantic south.
Maintain existing character

Lands of Unique Value Methodology is predicated on the basis of fair and
predictable decision making within a collaborative environment.

2

Range of Housing

Mix Land Uses

1

Compact Building Design

Recommendations
Other Lands

Significant Cultural Amenity

Significant Natural Amenity

Legend

Key words: Revitalize /Transform.
See the following;
Future Development Map # 4, 6, 7, 9, 10
Future Transportation Map # 6, 7, 8
Future Open Space Map # 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 10
Key word: Enhance.
See the following;
Future Development Map # 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10
Future Transportation Map # 2, 5, 6, 7, 8
Future Open Space Map # 4, 10
Key word: Connections.
See the following;
Future Development Map # 6, 9, 10
Future Transportation Map # 1, 2, 7, 8
Future Open Space Map # 3, 4, 10
Key word: Protection
See the following;
Future Development Map # 4, 5, 6, 9, 10
Future Transportation Map # 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8
Future Open Space Map # 1, 4, 10
Key words: Unify / Connect.
See the following;
Future Development Map # 1, 2, 5, 6, 9, 10
Future Transportation Map # 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
Future Open Space Map # 1, 4, 10
Key word: Maintain.
See the following;
Future Development Map # 1, 2, 5, 6, 9, 10
Future Transportation Map # 7
Future Open Space Map # 1
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Chapter 1 Recommendations for Future Development

F

F
N

1
2

Transition from strip development to
mixed-uses in Flanders.

3

Strengthen Main St. by celebrating proximity to the Sound. Expand and improve
visual access to the coast.

4

F

N

Lands with limited development potetnial
due to natural and cultural contrainsts.

5

Consider development of two new mixed
use developments.

6

Lands with sewer service. Focus higher
density within sewer district.

7
8

Home-based Businesses.
Promote along state roads.

9
10
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Historic Villages of Niantic and Flanders
Promote mixed use, multi-modal development.

Agricultural Lands in Northern Flanders
should be zoned agriculture.
Agricultural hub for sale of Connecticut
grown products.
Conservation subdivisions to be
mandatory for future residential
subdivisions.

Decisions Predictable Fair

Preservation

Transportation Choices

Direct Development Existing

Strong Sense of Place

Walkable Neighborhoods

Range of Housing

Compact Building Design

Encourage Collaboration
Lands of Unique Value Methodology is predicted on the basis of fair and predicatable decision making within a collaborative environment.

N

Recommendations

Mix Land Uses

Legend

EPA’s Guidelines for Smart Growth

Comments
Encourage a range of mixed land uses to happen in commercial zones
and along state/collector roads. Take advantage of existing infrastructure by adoptively reusing buildings and sites especially
within existing commercial zones.
Development in existing neighborhoods also represents an approach
to growth that can be more cost-effective, and improves the quality of
life for its residents. By encouraging development in existing communities, communities benefit from a stronger tax base, closer proximity
of a range of jobs and services, increased efficiency of already
developed land and infrastructure.

Although Main Street is in close proximity to the Sound, a number of
land use factors visually and physiologically separate Main Street
activities from the Sound. Proper planning and design can mitigate
these constraints and help connect Main Street and Niantic Bay.

Although these lands have limited development potential due to
various constraints, proper mixed use development are encouraged
for these parcels.

East Lyme’s existing zoning allows for retail/commercial activities in
only about 3% of the town. With this in mind, considerations need
to be made for future mixed use areas once the existing retail/
commercial areas have been “maxed” out.

Public sewer and water provide opportunities for higher density
smart growth while protecting lands which are more vulnerable to
development.

One specific aspect of the mixed use concept that is catching on is the
“live/work unit. Live/work units are designed for both residential and
commercial uses, often with the owners conducting business on the first
floor while living upstairs.

Agricultural lands are technically commercial and as such should
be preserved and enhanced. Residential development in Northern
Flanders should be allowed only by special permit. Primary zone
should be agricultural.

These lands provide an opportunity to create a “hub” for locally grown
and development products.

Most new residential development should be conservation subdivisions
and should comply with Open Space Master Plan.

Chapter 1 Recommendations for Transportation Improvements

2

Promote multi-modal forms of
transportation: Enhance coastal access
to boat transportation.

3
4

Promote multi-modal forms of
transportation: Lobby for a rail stop @
south end of Pennsylvania Avenue.
Promote multi-modal forms of
transportation: Provide fixed stops.

5

Expand parking opportunities by
adhering to standards for “Smart
Growth”.

6

Enhance critical gateways into the town.

7

Coordinate road standards for local
residential roads with conservation
subdivision initiative.

8
9
10

Create “Complete Streets”.
Incorporate sustainable non-point
drainage solutions where applicable.

Institute “Context sensitive”
design approach.

Encourage Collaboration

Preservation

Transportation Choices

Direct Development Existing

Strong Sense of Place

Walkable Neighborhoods

Decisions Predictable Fair
Lands of Unique Value Methodology is predicted on the basis of fair and predicatable decision making within a collaborative environment.

1

Promote multi-modal forms of transportation: Create safe sidewalk and bike lane
systems.

Range of Housing

Mix Land Uses

Recommendations

Compact Building Design

Legend

EPA’s Guidelines for Smart Growth

Comments

Promote and develop an integrated, multi-modal transportation system
that offers safe and attractive choices among modes including pedestrian walkways, bikeways, public transportation, roadways, railways,
and boat travel.

Recommended rail service and investments would connect the region’s
major activity centers, serve congested corridors, and provide
opportunities to influence land use and development patterns.

New circulator service would provide increased and flexible travel
options within major activity centers.

Strongly encourage shared-use car parking for land uses where peak
parking demand occurs at different times of the day, reducing the total number of spaces required. Promote parking and development that
encourage multiple destinations within an area to be connected by
pedestrian trips

“Gateways” function like “front doors” to the Town of East Lyme as well
as each neighborhood. Having welcoming gestures at these areas help
to create a positive, optimistic image for both residents and visitors.

Adopt connectivity index standards within the subdivision regulations to
promote greater connectivity of the City’s street network.

Complete Streets are designed and operated
to enable safe access for all users. Pedestrians,
bicyclists, motorists and bus riders of all ages
and abilities are able to safely move along and
across a complete street

There are many ways to incorporate innovative storm water management strategies and low impact development (LID) into local town
regulations. See NEMO website.

Adopt Context Sensitive Solution practices to determine the most
appropriate transportation improvements to minimize environmental
impacts and serve adjacent and future land uses within a
multi-modal network
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Chapter 1 Recommendations for Future Open Space

2

Potential Open Space: Type 2

3

Potential Open Space: Type 3

4

Potential Open Space: Type 4
Conservation Opportunities

OH

5

LB

6

HP

7

Protect high points

8

Maintain open space adjacent to water
bodies

9

Maintain existing undeveloped lands in
higher density areas

10
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Potential Open Space: Type 1
Unique Values w/Development Limitations

Continue protection of Oswegatchie Hills

Protect Latimer Brook Watershed

Maintain Open Space corridors between
water bodies

Decisions Predictable Fair

Preservation

Transportation Choices

Direct Development Existing

Strong Sense of Place

Walkable Neighborhoods

Range of Housing

Encourage Collaboration
Lands of Unique Value Methodology is predicted on the basis of fair and predicatable decision making within a collaborative environment.

1

Compact Building Design

Recommendations

Mix Land Uses

Legend

EPA’s Guidelines for Smart Growth

Comments
Type 1: Critical Preservation Parcels. Development of these parcels
would be detrimental to the town’s natural and cultural systems. These
parcels present significant legal and physical limitations to development. The presence of highly valued natural and cultural resources
dominates site characteristics. Close proximity to surface water bodies
makes these parcels key to maintaining a clean hydrological system.
Type 2: Important Preservation Parcels. Development of these parcels would be detrimental to the town’s natural and cultural systems.
Some of these parcels present significant legal and physical limitations
to development. Other parcels function as community open space
in otherwise fully developed areas. The presence of highly valued
natural and cultural resources dominates site characteristics.
Type 3: Conservation Opportunities. Partial development of these
parcels is possible without compromising the integrity of the site
A combination of physical limitations and resource conservation
opportunities makes over 50% of these parcels valuable open space.

Type 4: Network Enhancement Opportunities. Development of these
parcels is possible without compromising the integrity of the site.
Parcel resource location makes allocating 50% of the land to open
space possible without lowering development yield.

Protection of Oswegatchie Hills. East Lyme’s commitment to the
preservation of Oswegatchie Hills has been made clear throughout
the years. This commitment should become official, as the hills provide
natural habitats, riparian buffer zones, and eco-corridors, in addition
to a multitude of cultural benefits.
Protection of the Latimer Brook Watershed. The southern portion of
Latimer Brook flows directly into the Niantic River and Long Island
Sound. Protecting the riparian buffer is essential to the health of the
system. This need is exacerbated by the steep slopes down to the
water channels, giving stormwater runoff little to no infiltration zone.

Protect High Points. High Points provide unique plant/animal habitats
as well as contributing to town identity. Views of and from high points
define much of Flanders and are valued by the citizens of East Lyme
as important cultural resources.

Maintain Riparian Buffers along Waterbodies and Waterflows
The filtration of surface water runoff before it enters the hydrology
system is vital to the health of the environment. This is true in all towns,
but especially so in East Lyme due to its proximity to the ocean, and
intense water consumption during the summer months.

Important Community Open Spaces. These parcels contain relatively
little in the way of natural resources. However, as they are surrounded
by development, their function as community green space and ground
water recharge areas becomes highly valuable.

Connect “New” Open Space to Existing Open Space & Ecosystems.
Designated open space should be situated to increase the size of
existing natural patches and promote connectivity between
ecosystems such as hilltops to valley floors, wetlands to forested areas,
and so on.

Chapter 2 Inventory and Analysis - Quantitative
“To manage growth and ensure sound development within a
given locality it is essential that each community, city, and/
or region have a clear understanding of existing conditions
and what they might better be in the future.”
John Ormsbee Simonds

The two system categories, natural and cultural,
can be subdivided into several more specific
content areas:
NATURAL
o
Land Form
o
Hydrology
o
Geology
o
Ecosystems
CULTURAL
o
Existing development
o
Cultural Controls
o
Cultural Artifacts

Purpose
The inventory is one aspect of familiarizing oneself with the existing conditions of the community. It involves collection of detailed information regarding town systems, as well as a more
generalized look at the lands adjacent to the
town. These systems, both natural and cultural
are fundamental to the health and personality of the town; health in the natural systems
provide attractive environment, health in the
cultural systems provide a vibrant town identity.
As long as valued cultural and environmental
features of these systems remain unidentified and unmapped, they are vulnerable to
development. William H. Whyte verbalized
what many planners have realized for over a
century, “…developers seem always to name
their subdivisions after precisely those attractive features they have destroyed…” (Arendt,
1994) However, once a town has identified
and mapped the features most important to its
natural and cultural health, those areas can be
maintained and encouraged. This does not negate development, merely directs it to enhance
valued aspects of town, instead of building
right over them.
This detailed inventory series of the town’s
natural and cultural resources must be compiled
in a legible-to-the-layperson format. This provides much needed familiarity with the physical

layout of the town allowing for a fully informed
land use plan (Lynch and Hack, 1984) as well
as making the LUV process transparent and accessible to the public. To ensure a dependable
land use plan with citizen support, data must
be accurate and reliable. The tools used to
compile the inventory will affect how the data is
collected and compared to determine accuracy.
Geographic Information Systems allow for a
structured format to be created; data maps can
be organized, overlaid, compared, and edited
as necessary. This organization of inventory
information is essential for communicating inventory content to town citizens.
What specific data is needed for the inventory
varies from town to town. However the systems
which need to be studied in order to provide a
holistic understanding of the town are universal.
The town itself can be divided into two interconnected systems; natural and cultural. Natural
systems are simply the natural environment
created by landform, flora, and fauna (valleys, forests, wetlands, etc.). Cultural systems
are those created by humans as they interact
with the natural systems and each other (road
networks, land uses, etc.) Together they encapsulate every element of the town’s physical
elements.

These represent the fundamental systems that
inform how and where land uses are located.
Each highlights important aspects of the town;
features which should be protected, and patterns which should be encouraged or discouraged.
Methodology
APPROACH:
The most efficient and legible manner to convey
the inventory data is via a mapping sequence.
Each subcategory of the natural and cultural
resource data sets has been mapped separately, and systematically overlaid for the analysis phase. To begin the process the UCRDC
team began discussing data sources with the
East Lyme Town Hall staff. Simultaneously the
team searched other data sources available
at the state level from CT DEP (Connecticut
Department of Environmental Protection), NAIP
(National Agriculture Imagery Program), and
CLEAR (Center for Land Use Education and
Research).
TOOLS:
The UCRDC team compiled the inventory maps
in Arc Geographic Information Systems (ArcGIS), using geodatabase organization.

GATHERING DATA:
East Lyme had contracted an engineering firm
(Tighe and Bond) to create GISystem data sets
for the town which included most of the information that the UCRDC team needed. In this
case, the data was not easily located due to
recent changes in administration; however town
officials directly involved in the LUV study sent
along what they had as they found it, eventually resulting in a comprehensive set of information.

visual reference of where the system is found
throughout town, explores different facets of
the system, and can highlight patterns. The
supplemental imagery helps the reader to
gain a broader understanding of the system,
beyond location. The pie chart can highlight a
particularly interesting or important aspect of
the system that is not easily legible on the map.
Similarly the photographs provide pertinent
examples to exemplify the form of that system
to the town.

There were however, gaps in the mapping. To
fill in the missing pieces, UCRDC team members
met with local experts to go review specific
issues. To determine the location of historic
cemeteries for instance, a local historian was
consulted and guided a tour of the town’s
cemeteries. A more complex issue came to light
in the northern portion of town. This section of
town is characterized by agricultural land uses,
but those uses had not been fully mapped. As
an important cultural characteristic, it would
have been short-sighted to overlook this aspect
of land use. In order to properly represent
farming in the inventory maps, the UCRDC team
met with a pair of knowledgeable local farmers to gather as much information as possible
regarding the whereabouts of working farms.
The two locals spoke with their community, dug
into their own memories and consulted various
sources, then met with team members, a map,
and some markers. After the first sessions, the
information was translated into GISystem maps,
printed, and follow-up meetings scheduled to
go over the results. Ultimately there it proved
to be a fruitful endeavor which not only provided much needed information, but also led to
a better understanding of the town.

Application
Land Form describes the topography of the
land, its steep slopes, high points, ridge lines,
and other defining features. Hydrology adds
dynamic to Land Form, showing rivers, wetlands,
aquifers, and the multitude habitats created
by the movement of water. Geology examines
soils, some such as prime farm soils may need
protection while others, such as sandy gravel
could be good for construction purposes. (This
brings up and example of why this information is so powerful when layered; sandy gravel
may be good for construction, but if some of it
is part of a stratified drift aquifer, it should be
treated differently than other portions of that
soil type.)

PRESENTING DATA:
Each map is supplemented with a brief summary of the system it represents, a pie chart
describing an interesting aspect of that system, as well as photographs from East Lyme
demonstrating the its form. The map creates a
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Chapter 2 Inventory and Analysis - Qualitative
“I think that a particle must have a separate reality independent of the measurements. That is an electron has spin,
location and so forth even when it is not being measured. I
like to think that the moon is there even if I am not looking at
it.”
Albert Einstein

Purpose:
Identifying the districts in the town of East Lyme
serves two ends. First, it helps us to determine
the existing character of a place. By doing so
we can more readily foster unique attractive
communities because we know what we like.
Secondly, identification of districts is meant to
provide citizens with a greater legibility of the
town. By this, we mean the ease with which its
parts can be recognized and can be organized
into a coherent pattern. The process of wayfinding is formed by the environmental image,
the generalized mental picture of the exterior
physical world that is held by an individual. (4)
These terms district and legibility were coined
by Kevin Lynch. Lynch’s most famous work,
The Image of the City published in 1960, is
the result of a five-year study on how users
perceive and organize spatial information as
they navigate through cities. The five elements
that make a city include, paths, edges, nodes,
districts, and landmarks. How do we define
districts? According to Lynch, a district is
a “Medium to large sections of the town,
conceived of as having two-dimensional extent
which the observer mentally enters inside of
and which are recognizable has having some
common identifying character” (Lynch, )
Identity is synonymous with what landscape

architects call the “genius loci”. In contemporary
usage, “genius loci” usually refers to a location’s
distinctive atmosphere, or a “spirit of the
place”. The term was made famous by the poet
Alexander Pope who wrote the following lines:
“Consult the genius of the place in all;/That tells
the waters or to rise, or fall;/Now breaks, or
now directs, th’ intending lines;/Paints as you
plant, and, as you work, designs.”
This is the principle that landscape designs
should always be adapted to the context in
which they are located. Every place has a voice
and when determining the extents of a district,
we are looking for the extent of that voice.
Districts have various kinds of boundaries. Some
are hard, definite, precise. Other boundaries
may be soft or uncertain. In the methodology
section, we will discuss how district distinctions
are made.
The image of a given reality may vary
significantly between different observers.
This depends largely on the user’s personal
experience and familiarity with the town as well
as the scale in which the observation is made.
For example, the town in its simplest form is the
extent of the town boundary, the next scale
would be separating the two villages based
on the division caused by the highway. In order

to “This circularity of the interpretative process
is a mutually qualifying interplay between
our evolving sense of the whole and our
retrospective understanding of its constituent
parts.”
Methodology:
The team began by driving and walking all
around East Lyme without any past knowledge
about the town. This allowed us to go in with
fresh minds to navigate the town as first time
visitors. This assignment also included an
extensive collection of photographs to be
assembled while navigating the town. The
inventory enables the team to identify and
analyze decisions to be made about that area
(issues to be resolved in a specific area). After
driving around and collecting the photographic
inventory, we began making boundary
distinctions between districts on an aerial map
with parcel lines. The district map follows parcel
lines. How do we separate the identity of one
district from another? Through cultural and
ecological indicators.
Cultural Indicators
Ecological Indicators
Land Use
Water Bodies
Parcel Building Size
Landforms
Materials/Vernacular
Elevation & Slope
Approx. Age of Development
Micro-climates
Streetscape
Vegetation Typology
Other Cultural Artifacts
Vegetation Density/Use
Districts are also based partially on distance
and proximity. For instance, there could be
two communities that are very similar in terms
of the cultural and ecological indicators
present, but they may have some physical
separation. Though the two are similar, they

have different contextual needs and would be
treated differently based on their location.
The opposite could also be in true. Two places
can be very close together but may exhibit
entirely different visual qualities thus creating a
psychological sort of separation.
A preliminary district map was then presented
to the POCD Steering Committee and was later
reviewed by the East Lyme citizens in the first
Public Workshop. Attendees were asked the
very same question which we sought to answer
at the on-start: Where is here? The results of
the workshop were found to be in sync with
the work conducted by URCDC. Revisions and
alterations were made to a few districts which
were later approved by the steering committee
and the public at the following workshop
Conclusion:
The town is composed of three major sections
as noted at the first public workshop. Citizens
summarized this accordingly: The northern
section (associated with farms), the southern
section (associated with the beach), and then
everything in the middle. Our map goes into
a little more detail and breaks the town of
East Lyme into 8 identifiable districts: Northern
Flanders, Western Flanders, Southern Flanders
“(four corners), Northern Niantic, Eastern
Niantic, Central Niantic, Southern Niantic, and
Western Niantic.
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Chapter 2 Inventory and Analysis - Qualitative
Existing Neighborhoods. The town of East Lyme
is comprised of eight well-defined neighborhoods.
The land north of Route 95, known as Flanders has
three neighborhoods. The lands known as Niantic,
which are south of Route 95 have 5 neighborhoods.
The UConn LUV Team views the existing town
neighborhoods and their unique features to be the
town’s most valuable assets.

Flanders: North

Southern boundary defined by sudden change in density
Runs along Northern part of Flanders Road
Strong agricultural presence; rural character
State forest
Significant change in grade and high elevation
Not as nearly as developed as Southeastern Flanders
Limited land use diversity
High elevation and significant grade change spectrum

Flanders: East

Largely associated with Four Corners intersection
Southern edge defined by highway
More recently developed than Niantic
Northern edge defined by golf course
Associated with High School and commercial development
Fairly low elevation
Most land use diversity in Flanders

Flanders: West

Higher elevation than Eastern Flanders
Slightly more rugged Eastern Flanders
Less diversity in land use (mostly residential)
Southern border and access created by highway
Boston Post Road acts as northern edge
Vegetation is largely forested
Agricultural presence

Niantic: East

Higher elevation than Eastern Flanders
Slightly more rugged Eastern Flanders
Less diversity in land use (mostly residential)
Southern border and access created by highway
Boston Post Road acts as northern edge
Vegetation is largely forested
Agricultural presence (not as much as Northwestern Flanders)

Niantic: North

Identity strongly linked to Gorton Pond and Oswegatchie Hills
Northern boundary formed by sudden change in land use and
development pattern
Associated with Flanders Corner
Runs along northern part of Rt. 161 in Niantic
Terrain slightly more rugged than southern Niantic
Land use is residential with pockets of community resources
Vegetation is slightly more woody than Central Niantic

Niantic: West

Northern edge and entrance formed by highway
Associated with Rocky Neck, correctional facility, parks, etc
Proximity to Niantic Bay, beaches, and railroad
Slightly more wooded than Central Niantic and less
Reasonable land use diversity
Extremely dense development
Runs along western stem of Main Street
Fairly flat terrain

Niantic: Central

Proximity and views to Niantic Bay and River
Land Use Diversity (Mixed-Use & retail)
Epicenter formed by the intersection of Route 161 and Main Street
Terrain is fairly flat
Vegetation is largely comprised of beach/lowland type species
Associated with railroad and drawbridge
Maritime vernacular

Niantic: South

Strong connection to Niantic Bay and beaches
Railroad and sudden change in land use act as northern edge
Largely residential with maritime vernacular
Vegetation is mostly beach-like with woodland in interior
Development not as recent
Very dense development
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Flanders - North
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Flanders - East
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Flanders - West
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Chapter 2 Inventory and Analysis - Qualitative
Niantic - East
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Chapter 2 Inventory and Analysis - Qualitative
Niantic - North
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Chapter 2 Inventory and Analysis - Qualitative
Niantic - West
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Chapter 2 Inventory and Analysis - Qualitative
Niantic - Central
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Chapter 2 Inventory and Analysis - Qualitative
Niantic - South
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Chapter 2 Inventory and Analysis - Transect
An environment which is ordered in precise and final detail
may inhibit new patterns of activity. A landscape whose
every rock tells a story may make difficult the creation of
fresh stories. Although this may not seem to be a critical issue in our present urban (suburban) chaos, yet it indicates
that what we seek is not a final but an open ended order,
capable of continuous further development.
Kevin Lynch
Purpose: Developing a transect allows us
to identify existing development patterns in
the town and evaluate them based on goals
that satisfy natural and cultural needs. It will
also inform us at to which patterns we wish to
continue pursuing and those we do not.
The benefits of using the Transect include a
common language for a new zoning paradigm
…the ability to plug into transect-based
codes and supplementary modules created by
different experts in the design, engineering,
and environmental fields …successional
potential for communities to evolve gracefully
and sustainably over generations.
In the 18th century, a geographer named
Alexander von Humboldt introduced the concept
of a transect. Defined as a cross section of a
region, Humboldt used it to examine sequences
in natural land forms.
More recently, the Miami-based firm of Duany
Plater-Zyberk and Company has deployed
the concept of a transect to facilitate place
making in cities and regions. In this sense,
the Transect is a categorization system that
organizes all elements of the urban environment
on a scale from rural to urban. Each of these
human habitats has a specific character with
unique attributes and inhabitants, yet is also

part of a network of other habitats that form a
sustainable, cohesive system.
When a building or sequence of development
does not fit our expectations, we can lose our
sense of comfort or “sense of place.” Counties,
towns and cities can create and maintain
welcoming places by using human perception
as the guiding principal for deciding how
development is placed and designed. Currently,
the town manages development through zoning
laws or land development ordinances. These
types of regulations have historically been used
to protect the compatibility of adjoining land
uses. These regulations are very effective at
separating certain types of land use from one
another, but they also can remove the possibility
of locating highly compatible uses near each
other (e.g. small businesses, schools and homes).
When we focus on partitioning the land into
separate uses, we are not only confronted with
a complicated list of zoning categories, but
we are also forced into thinking and building
our places in a rigid, piecemeal fashion.
Efforts to enhance variety and sustainability
in built form—socially, environmentally and
economically—have frequently been thwarted
by standards and codes. To counter the current
paradigm, some urban planners have proposed
transect planning as a tool for understanding
and designing places that feel more like

neighborhoods.
The application of a transect varies from one
culture and place to another. Its success in a
North American context will depend on its
proponents’ ability to create planning tools and
regulations that support its use.
Methodology: We began by looking at raw
data, that is the density and current zoning.
Took average of density in the area. Method
was guided somewhat by district boundaries.
Undeveloped land was categorized by
subjective factors that helped determine
transect zones include parcel size, setbacks,
transportation, architecture, cultural landscape
values, and presence/ use of vegetation, size of
front and side setbacks, forms of transportation
available, width and speed of roads,
Parcel Size
Location in town
Determine general grain for the area
by finding average parcel size
Setbacks
Size of front and side setbacks
Pattern and resulting function of setbacks on the landscape
Transportation
Forms of transportation available
The width and speed of roads
Presence of sidewalks and proximity to
existing infrastructure (or lack thereof)
How these modes affect the sense of
community
Architecture
Style of architecture
Placement in the landscape and relation to the street
Massing, scale, and proportions of
building
Building use
Cultural Landscape Values
Presence and quality of cultural elements and their interplay with natural elements

Aesthetic qualities
Philosophies and attitudes toward the
landscape (utilitarian vs. primitive)
Conflicting ideals of private land versus
public land
Presence/Use of Vegetation
Determine ratio between natural vegetation and cultural vegetation
Type of vegetation being used and
degree of biodiversity
Performance and maintenance of
vegetation

Conclusions:
It begins with two that are entirely rural in
character: Rural preserve (protected areas in
perpetuity); and Rural reserve (areas of high
environmental or scenic quality that are not
currently preserved, but perhaps should be).
The transition zone between countryside and
town is called the Edge, which encompasses
the most rural part of the neighborhood,
and the countryside just beyond. The Edge is
primarily single family homes. Although Edge
is the most purely residential zone, it can have
some mixed-use, such as civic buildings (schools
are particularly appropriate for the Edge).
Next is General, the largest zone in most
neighborhoods. General is primarily residential,
but more urban in character (somewhat higher
density with a mix of housing types and a
slightly greater mix of uses allowed).
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Chapter 2 Inventory and Analysis - Transect
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Chapter 2 Inventory and Analysis - Transect
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Chapter 2 Inventory and Analysis - Transect
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Chapter 2 Inventory and Analysis - Transect
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Chapter 2 Inventory and Analysis - Public Work Session - Views
Survival that depends on human attention might be called
cultural sustainability.
Landscapes that are ecologically sound, and also evoke
enjoyment and approval, are more likely to be sustained by
appropriate human care over the long term.

label the view itself, and the origin. They were
encouraged to write additional notes on the
map or on a separate sheet of paper about the
places they were highlighting and why it justified by its corresponding arrow type. The teams
were given about 25 minutes to complete the

exercise. At the end of the session, the groups
shared information with everyone.

from the book, “Placing Nature”
Public Workshop I:
Exercise I: Views and Vistas
Purpose: Much like the goal any inventory-type
mapping, the goal of the Views and Vistas Exercise is to determine which areas the town likes
and wishes to preserve and the areas which the
town dislikes and wishes to mitigate. This in turn
identifies the town’s opportunities and constraints. The good thing about having the views
determined by citizens of East Lyme, is that not
only do they have specific information about
the town, but ultimately informs LUV as to what
people really value.
The significance of place is difficult to specify
and varies among persons and cultures, Yet
common meanings do exist and they are communicated. Inevitably, they are an elements
of settlement design. One must have an understanding of them, in order to analyze the
impact of place on its people.
Methodology: We asked citizens to organize
into groups of 3 - 5. In the POCD Steering
Committee meeting, there were two groups.
At the public work session, there were seven
groups. Each table was given a 24” x 36”
portrait aerial photograph of the town. One of
the three envelopes on the table had each with
a set of directions and other supplementary

materials. Each team had 4 sets of arrows.
Negative Views
3 long red arrows
3 short red arrows

Positive Views
3 long green arrows
3 short green arrows

Because it is our job as designers and planners to prioritize the most important areas, we
asked participants in the workshop to do the
same. Therefore we provided a fixed amount
of materials to each group. Each group must
use the same amount of materials. We do not
supply unlimited materials because it forces
people to really prioritize and make careful
and deliberate decisions. If groups were given
as much acetate as they wanted, it would be
very difficult to understand which areas to focus
on because they would be no hierarchy among
each individual map and would lack consistency between the groups. The truth is, in real
life, the POCD can not mitigate/enhance every
bad/good view. The point is to find the large
patterns consistent in all the results that govern
what the town values.
Team members were asked to work as a group
and come to a consensus at to where the arrows
should be placed. The end of the arrow was
meant to be the place of viewing and the arrow
head was to be placed upon the thing to which
the view is focused. Groups were required to
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Chapter 2 Inventory and Analysis - Public Work Session - Views

Conclusions and Obervations:
There was a lot of discussion among the groups
and some compromises made but as a whole,
the results displayed remarkable consistencies.
Some of the most common bad views would
include Rt. 161 development, Millstone. Some
of the most common good views were of Niantic
Bay, Oswegatchie Hills, and farm fields. Geographically, the most short positive views were
placed in Northern Flanders, this zone had no
red arrows. The most red arrows used without
green arrows nearby were often placed in the
central part of town near the highway. The
most mixed views all took place in Central Niantic where good and bad views overlapped.
On the map, this area appears orange. This
indicates that there is a lot of conflict about this
area. Clearly, there are tons of amenities that
make it imageable and beautiful but there are
elements that impede the power of the place.
One of the most interesting patterns was that
100% of the bad views were of cultural elemnts. This is somewhat ironic because these are
the things which we have control over and the
places which citizens most frequently visit on a
day-to-day basis. Furthermore, only 16% of the
views were of cultural elements. Most commonly,
these were landscapes with agricultural uses.
This tell us that farms are highly valued and
should be protected and that there are ultimately no intensively human-built environments
which people favored. There are two possible
explanations for this (which are not mutually
exlusive). The first is that people have a stronger connection to nature and therefore because
they are are so pristine they can not compete
with a human environment; or there are no human built environments in the town worthy of it.
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Negative views are based mainly at entry
points and connect along Route 161.
Another interesting obeservation is that 100%
of the good natural views included a water
body. Sometimes the views themselves were
zones and sometimes they were something far
more specific. (Niantic Transmissions, the abandonded Lulu’s Restaurant at exit 75, the town
garage on , and the transformers at entrance
ramp on exit 74. In rare cases, there was a
landscape that lended a good view but was a
good view itself. In other words it was a landscape that was both an origin of a good view
and a good view itself. The best example of
this would be Oswegatchie Hills.

Bad Long Views: 100% Cultural Elements
- 30% Millstone
- 20% of 161 Strip Development
- 1% of I-95 corridor

Bad Short Views: 100% Cultural Elements
- 19% from Main Street Niantic
- 11% of 161 Strip Development
- 7% of Flanders Four Corners
- 7% Niantic Transmission

Good Long Views: 100% Natural Elements
- 22% of Niantic Bay and Long Island
Sound
- 15% of Niantic River from Oswe
gatchie Hills
- 11% of Black Point Marshes
- 11% of Oswegatchie Hills and Nian
tic River

Good Short Views: 19% Cultural Elements
- 19% of Hayfields
- 15% of Powers Lake
- 15% of Darrow Pond

Chapter 2 Inventory and Analysis - Public Work Session - New England Imagery

Public Workshop I:
Exercise III: New England Imagery
Purpose: The purposes of all the workshop
exercises are similar. See Views and Vistas
Purpose for additional information.
Methodology: Workshop participants were
asked to answer the following questions:
What makes East Lyme New England?
What does New England mean to you?
If a developer comes to town and wants to give
you a project with a New England flavor, what
advice would you give the developer?

Please list 5 – 10 ideas and when possible,
provide a drawing to support your ideas.
Please work as a team and come to a group
consensus.
Put your names on your paper.
Time frame 20 – 30 minutes
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Conclusions and Obervations:
The following terms and drawings were considered the most prominant by the workshop
participants:
Stone walls
Town green
Farms
Winding narrow roads
Villages
Steeples
Brick cobble walks
Clapboards / cedar shaker
Street trees
Small structures

Other concepts include:
Four seasons
Pedestrian-friendly
Small front setbacks
Scenic roadways
Historic architecture
Seashore
Gas Lamps
Barns
Gabled Roofs
Colonials
Picket fences
Churches
Forests/Woodland
Mixed-use
Cluster Development
Open/parking areas to rear
Beaches
Rocks/Ledge
Bike Paths
Mills
Beaches
Split rail fences
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Wildlife diversity
Orchards
Gold leaf sandblasted signage
Boats
Pitched roofs
Salt Box
Wrought Iron
Large trees
Benches/Seating
Ponds
Capes
Lighthouse
Wood frame buildings (post & beam)
Grill windows (6/6 or 8/8)
Converted home and offices
Streetscape
Rolling hills
Foliage
Fishing villages
Docks
Multiple windows
Front porches
Chimneys
On-street parking
Windmills
Building massing
Quarries
Farmhouses
Underground utility
Granite curbs
Wood fences
Cupolas
6’x6’ windows
No picture windows
Silos
Flower gardens
Human scale architecture
Small local businesses
Domestic animals (horses, cows, sheep, goats,
chicken)
Lakes

Community/ Civic spaces
Evergreen Trees
Vistas
Dense development near =rivers and streams
Homes and stores close to street
Hide new development
Colonial colors Peaked roof colors
Fishing fleet
Fishing
Historic stone structure
Bridges
Cemetery
Mountain Laurel
Deer ticks
Open space
Low buildings
Community involvement
Conservation efforts to fruition
Smaller houses (no McMansions)
Rocky coast line
Rivers and streams
Not flat topography
Small businesses
Coves
Georgian
Federalist
Farmhouse
Shorefront cottages
Victorian Architecture
Salt marshes

Chapter 2 Inventory and Analysis - Public Work Session - Future Development

Public Workshop II: Exercise I:
Future Development
Purpose: To determine the most suitable places
to build and the most suitable places to protect.
Focus: Zoning changes mixing land uses, conservation subdivisions
Methodology: Each group was provided with a
24” x 36” aerial showing existing development,
land with development potential, controlled
land, existing commercial land, existing industrial land, and the sewer service boundary. There
were two sets of envelopes; one labeled “Old
School Development Practices” and the other
labeled “New School Development Practices”.
In each, there were 5 pieces of color-coded
acetate representing the following:
- 2,500 single family detached
residential units
- 500 acres of commercial or retail
- 250 acres of affordable housing
- 125 acres of Multi-family housing
- 500 acres of purchased open space
The differences between “Old School Development Practices” and “New School Development
Practices”
“Old” = 2,500 units on 2 acres parcels
= 500 acres of protected open space
= Cannot mix land uses
“New” = 2,500 units on 1 acre parcels
= 3,000 acres of open space
= Can mix land uses
Teams were allowed to cut up the pieces of
acetate and place them where they like.
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Conclusions and Observations:
Control groups using “Old School Method” had
developed nearly every inch of developable
land.
100% of group participants said they favored
the “New School” method of development using
conservation subdivision techniques.
Commercial uses were also put either along a
state road, or a highway exit/entrance ramp.
Some groups suggested developing the prison
site and possibly other land owned by the state.
Some groups thought that small and light commercial uses not agriculturally based might
work well on the northeastern portion of town.
Groups thought there was a lot of infill potential
in Niantic particularly on Main Street. The area
just north of Bridebrook was frequently suggested to be preserved as open space. Other open
space areas were called for in the center of
southern Niantic, and the marshy area adjacent
to Giant’s Neck.
All groups were reluctant to put any subdivisions in the northern side of town.
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Chapter 3 Design - Niantic Village
“The nation behaves well if it treats the natural resources
as assets which it must turn over to the next generation increased, and not impaired, in value. Conservation means
development as much as it does protection.”
Theodore Roosevelt
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Chapter 3 Design - Niantic Village
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Chapter 3 Design - Niantic Village
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Chapter 3 Design - Flanders Village
CRDC Attitude: Flanders Four Corners will never be a quaint
“New England” downtown as recommended by Smart Growth
principles without a complete overhaul; an approach that is
impractical in this setting.
Instead, this area provides an opportunity to create a new
version of a downtown, which celebrates and respects both
existing development and pedestrian needs.
The CRDC vision is to enhance and create connections between various land uses, allowing for multi-modal transportation and forming a sense of space within a larger place.
Instead of attempting to redevelop the entire zone, we recommend redeveloping key parcels, and infilling others into
walkable nodes within the larger framework. Rt. 161 should
become pedestrian friendly, but storefronts close to the street
is not practical here.
The methods for doing this include streetscape improvements
to bring a sense of unity and way finding, and integration of
sustainable storm water practices as elements of the infrastructure. The CRDC also suggests the use of infill as an opportunity to engender pedestrian friendly nodes, and in some
cases redevelopment to create gateway nodes which have a
stronger presence on the street itself.

Existing Circulation: Flanders Four Corners strip development
has a vibrant economy and ingrained auto-centric infrastructure. While parking spaces are in abundance, the sidewalks
are narrow, end and begin at random intervals, and are
treated as an afterthought rather than a necessity. This
combination has created an area that feels exactly as it is; a
series of disconnected parking lots with buildings behind them.
Existing Infrastructure: The strip development has used
traditional practices for building, parking, street, and storm
water construction. This means that most of the buildings have
poor spacial relations to the street, and an over-abundance
of parking.
In addition, while the street network is easily navigated and
well maintained, it lacks key features to make it whole, such
as safe pedestrian circulation.
The runoff from these buildings, parking areas, and streets
flow into catch basins which bring contaminated water either
to the overburdened sewer system, or directly into natural
ecosystems.
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Chapter 3 Design - Flanders Village
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Chapter 3 Design - Flanders Village
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Appendix: Conservation Subdivision Section Type I
Flexible Development Pattern Type I: Flat Ground Plane with a visual barrier close to public viewing area
The existing visual barrier can be vegetation varying in degree of visual penetration from opaque to semi-transparent depending upon the type of plant materials. Built structures or a vertical topographic feature (i.e. rock ledge) could also function to stop views from the roadway. Proposed development would have to be sited behind the barrier to maintain the existing scenic character. Development sited in front of the existing “edge” becomes prominent.

Existing or potential development

Vegetation

View sheds
Public Road
or other important use area
such as trails,
public buildings,
protected open
space

Existing Vegetation
or other sensitive natural or cultural feature:
1. Determination of width to be based on
performance of existing planting to effectively
screen potential development.
2. Existing vegetation will vary in ability to provide
an appropriate visual barrier.
3. Understory and evergreen planting to be promoted.

Development Area:
1. Net density can be substantially higher than gross density
depending on land characteristics.
2. Proposed vegetative buffer areas can be used as
developable land to determine a reasonable yield plan for
the overall property.

Public lands

Private Lands

Private lands w/ public implications

Roads
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Appendix: Conservation Subdivision Section Type II
Flexible Development Patterns: Type II Flat Ground Plane terminated by a vertical visual barrier at some distance from a public viewing area.
Typically, the barrier is composed of trees, with or without intermediate vegetation of structures. Other prominent vertical features, such as topographic feature (i.e. rock edge) or a series of structures
could function as the visual barrier.Development can be concealed from view by siting structures behind the barrier mass, provided necessary depth of the barrier mass is retained to stop visual penetration. Distant views are only of open sky, no hills visible. Development would be most visible if sited in front of the barrier.

Existing or potential development

Vegetation

View sheds
Public Road
or other important use area
such as trails,
public buildings,
protected open
space

Open Field (depth varies) or other sensitive natural
or cultural feature:
1. High degree of exposure.
2. Some landform or vegetation may occur yet not
enough to create a visual barrier.
3. Ownership can either be private of public.

Existing Vegetation or
other sensitive natural
or cultural feature as
Visual Barrier
See Type I for notes.

Development Area:
1. Net density can be substantially higher than gross density
depending on land characteristics.
2. Proposed vegetative buffer areas can be used as
developable land to determine a reasonable yield plan for
the overall property.

Public lands

Private Lands

Private lands w/ public implications

Roads
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Appendix: Conservation Subdivision Section Type III
Flexible Development Patterns: Type III: Upward tilted ground plane which then drops off (military crest)
The upward sloping hill blocks distant views. A visual barrier may or may not be formed by vegetation or other visual barriers occurring before the crest. The crest of the hill blocks all views behind it
and allows development to be concealed. Siting structures before the crest or on the ridgeline would emphasize the development.

Existing or potential development

Vegetation

View sheds
Public Road
or other important use area
such as trails,
public buildings,
protected open
space

Open Field (depth varies) or other sensitive natural
or cultural feature:
1. High degree of exposure.
2. Some landform or vegetation may occur yet not
enough to create a visual barrier.
3. Ownership can either be private of public.

Development Area:
1. Net density can be substantially higher than gross density
depending on land characteristics.
2. Proposed vegetative buffer areas can be used as
developable land to determine a reasonable yield plan for
the overall property.

Public lands

Private Lands

Private lands w/ public implications

Roads
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Appendix: Conservation Subdivision Section Type IV
Flexible Development Patterns: Type IV: A continuous ground plane which slopes up as it recedes.
The upward sloping hill blocks distant views but is set back farther than in type #3. A visual barrier may or may not be formed by vegetation or other visual barriers occurring before the crest. Development can be concealed to some extent if sited behind these visual barriers but concealment behind the crest as is possible in type #3 is impractical because of the distances from the road to crest.

Existing or potential development

Vegetation

View sheds

Public Road
or other important use area
such as trails,
public buildings,
protected open
space

Open Field (depth varies)
or other sensitive natural or
cultural feature:

Existing Vegetation
or other sensitive natural or cultural feature:

1. High degree of exposure.
2. Some landform or vegetation may occur yet not enough
to create a visual barrier.
3. Ownership can either be
private of public.

1. Determination of width to be based on
performance of existing planting to effectively screen potential development.
2. Existing vegetation will vary in ability
to provide an appropriate visual barrier.
3. Understory and evergreen planting to
be promoted.

Development Area:
1. Net density can be substantially higher than
gross density depending on land
characteristics.
2. Proposed vegetative buffer areas can be
used as developable land to determine a reasonable yield plan for the overall property.

Public lands

Private Lands

Private lands w/ public implications

Roads
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Appendix: Conservation Subdivision Section Type V
Flexible Development Patterns: Type V Composed of a flat plane which slopes off into a valley and then rises again to make the far slope visible.
Objects such as trees, structures, etc. may be located at any point in the foreground to midground of the plane yet are not prominent enough to create a visual barrier which would block views of the
distant hills. The far slopes may be vegetated or devoid of vegetation. Development can best be concealed if sited in the depression which is out of view. Development sited on the foreground plane
or the rising slope in the background would be visible.

Existing or potential development

Vegetation

View sheds
Public Road
or other important use area
such as trails,
public buildings,
protected open
space

Open Field (depth varies) or other sensitive natural
or cultural feature:

Development Area:
Public lands

1. High degree of exposure.
2. Some landform or vegetation may occur yet not
enough to create a visual barrier.
3. Ownership can either be private of public.

1. Net density can be substantially higher than gross
density depending on land characteristics.
2. Proposed vegetative buffer areas can be used as
developable land to determine a reasonable yield
plan for the overall property.

Private Lands

Private lands w/ public implications

Roads
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Appendix: Conservation Subdivision - Built Examples
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Appendix: Niantic Village - Typical relationship of street, building and parking

Overflow parking with
pervious surface

Connect parking areas between
adjacent properties
Parking to the back and
side of building
Buildings @ street edge to
support pedestrian activity
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Appendix: Niantic Village - Typical relationship of street, building and parking

Proposed Buildings
Architectural massing and character to conform to guidelines to
ensure compatibility with historic structures

Street Tree Planting
Defines edge between street and pedestrian zone creates
comfort area for pedestrians. Reduces dominance of roadway
corridor
Parking
Provides convenient parking to adjacent land-uses
provides a buffer area between pedestrian and vehicular traffic
reduces speed of traffic
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The face of the water, in time, became a wonderful book
– a book that was a dead language to the uneducated passenger, but which told its mind to me without reserve, delivering its most cherished secrets as clearly as if it uttered
them with a voice. And it was not a book to be read once
and thrown aside, for it had a new story every day.
Mark Twain, Life on
the Mississippi

Survival that depends on human attention might be called
cultural sustainability.
Landscapes that are ecologically sound, and also evoke
enjoyment and approval, are more likely to be sustained by
appropriate human care over the long term.
from the book, “Placing Nature”

The nation behaves well if it treats the natural resources
as assets which it must turn over to the next generation increased, and not impaired, in value. Conservation means
development as much as it does protection.
Theodore Roosevelt

Conservation is ethically sound. It is rooted in our love of the
land, our respect for the rights of others, our devotion to the
rule of law.
Lyndon Baines Johnson
A great democracy has got to be progressive or it will soon
cease to be great or a democracy.
Theodore Roosevelt

